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Abstract
The purpose of this paper was to analyze what financial literacy is and explain in detail
the shortfalls that the United States is currently facing in their financial literacy education. This
paper will lay out the movement of states and colleges including more personal finance
curriculum in their graduation requirements, why a financial literate population is important to
topics such as managing student loan debt, retirement planning, professional development, and
mental health among others. It will then conclude covering ways to improve current financial
literacy education strategies with technology, experiential learning, and transparency.
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I.

Introduction

The term “financial literacy” was first invented by John Adams in 1787, when writing a letter
to Thomas Jefferson. “All the perplexities, confusions, and distresses in America arise not from
the defects of their constitution or confederation … not from a want of honor or virtue, so much
as from downright ignorance of the nature of coin, credit and circulation,” Adams wrote [1]. In
other words, the people of the United States were having difficulty grasping the mechanics of
their financial system, leading to distrust in their government not soon after freeing themselves
from the tyranny of another financially predatory regime. From there on out, the interest in
creating a financially literate population in the United States grew, and has continued doing so
nearly two and half centuries later. Today, the Corporate Finance Institute defines financial
literacy as “the cognitive understanding of financial components and skills such as budgeting,
investing, borrowing, taxation, and personal financial management,” [2]. The Financial Literacy
and Education Commission also includes earning, saving, and protecting as skills of being
financially literate.
Individuals must first understand how to make money before having to save it, and after
earning, they must learn how to set a budget, or figure out how much they are able to spend on
groceries, entertainment, housing, etc. What’s left over after expenditures is what they can save.
Perhaps you want to save for retirement, or a house, or your children’s college fund. Knowing
when and how to create savings is also a component of financial literacy. If one doesn’t have
enough cash on hand for a purchase, they can look to borrow money. However, managing your
borrowings, or debt, is possibly the most important component of financial literacy. Too much
credit card, mortgage, or student loan debt can leave an individual fighting to pay it off for
decades. Having a high credit score and knowing your debt capacity is critical. The final
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component, protection, is often overlooked. Once a person builds savings and investments, it’s
important for them to regularly review their statements and be on the lookout for any suspicious
activity or mistakes. Having the right fraud protection and insurance policies will keep assets
secure. These are all complicated skills and if a person develops them, they can be considered
“financially literate”, meaning they are more suited to overcome financial hardships and distress
at later points in life. The occurrence of these financial obstacles increases as one grows older,
and so do the complexity of the situations one might find themselves in. Consumers in the
United States currently face over $860 billion in credit card debt, $10.93 trillion in mortgage
debt, and $1.58 trillion in student loan debt [3]. Individuals must learn not only how to manage
their debt, but even more importantly must understand how much debt they’re able to take on to
their personal balance sheets in the first place.
Stating the requirements for one to be financially literate is one thing. Going out and
measuring it and determining whether or not they are is another. There are several strategies to
do so, and there are often differences in the results of each method across variables such as age,
gender, education and work experience. Questions asked in financial literacy quizzes typically
cover five categories: “specific financial knowledge, financial mathematics, inflation rates,
mathematics, and cognitive reflection,” [4]. In 2011, Annamaria Lusardi and Olivia S. Mitchell
set out to find the most effective way to measure financial literacy. They wanted measures that
had four principles: simplicity, relevance, brevity, and have the capacity to differentiate [5].
Subsequently, they designed the “Big Three,” a questionnaire that has been used as a benchmark
to measure individual financial literacy in surveys and research for the past decade. Questions
specifically focused on the participant’s understanding of compounding, inflation, and risk
diversification. For compounding, participants were asked “Suppose you had $100 in a savings
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account and the interest rate was 2% per year. After 5 years, how much do you think you would
have in the account if you left the money to grow?” On inflation, the question was “Imagine that
the interest rate on your savings account was 1% per year and inflation was 2% per year. After 1
year, how much would you be able to buy with the money in this account?” Finally, Lusardi and
Mitchell asked “Please tell me whether this statement is true or false. ‘Buying a single
company’s stock usually provides a safer return than a stock mutual fund’. Although measuring
financial literacy can be complicated, it’s important to keep methodologies to do so simple and
standardized. Understanding which components, the population lacks in knowledge will better
help create more effective education programs.
Becoming financially literate should be easily attainable, affordable, and achieved early on in
life. Yet, in a national study completed by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, it was
found that only thirty four percent of respondents could correctly answer four out of five basic
questions on topics such as mortgages, interest rates, and inflation. This number was forty two
percent in 2009. The cost of not becoming financially literate has become too high for the
average American, and the solution to this problem begins in the classroom, years before their
first major financial decision.
II.

Current State of Financial Literacy Curriculum in the United States

Typically, in the United States education system, many students are not exposed to financial
management topics in their coursework until their middle school years at the earliest, and most
often not until they reach high school. Under the care of parents or guardians, it may seem as
though this late education actually comes at an acceptable time of the student’s life. But many
students face major financial decisions long before adulthood, requiring them to understand
complex concepts without the necessary knowledge and practice to do so. As a result, school
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districts across the United States have taken steps towards introducing financial literacy
curriculum in primary schools. Susan Sharkey, the director of the High School Financial
Planning Program created by the National Endowment for Financial Education, says that “we
should not wait until senior year to introduce students to financial literacy,” [6]. But it’s been a
long road towards implementing this type of curriculum earlier on in a student’s academic
career. The demand for financial literacy coursework differs from state to state, and it’s been
found that those states who face the most difficult financial conditions are more inclined to
require personal finance courses than those states with residents who are better off financially.
Nan Morrison, the president of the Council for Economic Education (CEE), explained that the
most often used excuse for not requiring personal finance and additional economic courses is
being unable to find room in the larger curriculum of the school or district. To solve this, she
goes on to say that the CEE is helping educators “how to integrate it into everyday life of the
classroom in subjects such as math, business, social studies, civics and workplace learning,” [7].
Lastly, even if the teachers and schools want to introduce financial literacy coursework, they
may be handcuffed by the resources they possess. Educators must have specific training to
properly each students’ financial principles, and the funding for training programs is not always
included in a legislative action, leaving the need and desire unfulfilled.
In 2020, the CEE conducted the “Survey of the States” and found immense progress in the
number of states that are beginning to include financial and economic coursework in their
graduation requirements [8]. Twenty-one states require high school students to take a course in
personal finance while twenty-five require them to take one in economics in order to graduate.
Only seventeen and twenty-two states had these requirements, respectively, back in 2018. There
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is still a lot of work to be done across the nation to better prepare students with handling their
liabilities and reaching their financial goals.
One such state that took the step towards developing the next generation of financially
literate Americans was North Carolina. In 2019, the state legislature and Governor Ray Cooper
passed a bill stating that while in high school, students must take part in a full academic year
course focused on economics and personal finance [9]. The bill states that the course shall teach,
at a minimum, those topics and principles such as the “the true cost of credit, choosing and
managing a credit card, borrowing money for an automobile or other large purchase, home
mortgages, credit scoring and credit reports, planning and paying for postsecondary education,
other relevant financial literacy issues,” [9]. The class of 2024 is the first to take on this
requirement, and for it to be implemented, a course on civics and government was eliminated.
All civics and government curriculum will not be lost in the state of North Carolina though, as
that content is still covered in three other social studies courses that are also required to graduate
high school. The bill will also require that teachers receive the professional development
necessary to effectively carry out the curriculum and ensure that all principles are passed on to
their students.
Another state that recently added a personal finance course requirement in K-12 education is
Florida, which had been looking to do so legislatively since 2011. On March 22, 2022, Governor
Ron Desantis signed the Dorothy L. Hukill Financial Literacy Act, thus requiring, similarly to
the North Carolina bill, financial literacy coursework to be completed to obtain a high school
degree [10]. Florida Chief Financial Officer Jimmy Patronis went on to say that “these lessons
are also critical to training future generations of Americans to appreciate America’s capitalist
system and grow our nation’s pool of entrepreneurs,” implying that the inspiration to innovate
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and advance our economy and society stems from the knowledge we absorb early on in our
education [10]. The required course will build off the state’s goal of eliminating the Common
Core curriculum, which hadn’t previously included financial literacy in its standards for grade
level.
Financial literacy education in the United States does not, and should not stop at secondary
education. It has become widely popular to learn about among post-secondary schooling and
college students. This is the age of which students are living away from their parents or
guardians for the first time, and are tasked with managing their finances on their own. They
might have a specific amount of spending money for the semester and have to budget it out for
class materials, books, housing, meal plans, club dues, etc. Students run the risk of racking up
too much debt or running out of living funds if they are not properly educated on saving and
budgeting. This would force them to spend more time working at part-time jobs, possibly even
turning them in to full-time, and committing less time and energy on course work. Working too
much and incurring financial stress has even been found to decrease the odds of students
completing their degree [11].
Despite all of this, many colleges do not require personal finance courses in their general
education requirements for graduation. A few top universities, though, either on their own or
partnering with third-parties have developed elective programs and courses to improve their
student body’s financial literacy. The University of Illinois partnered with iGrad, a platform that
gives students the necessary tools to manage their personal finances, an created a certification
program for instructors. Following a survey done by the National Endowment for Financial
Education that reported less than twenty percent of educators felt “very competent” in being able
to teach personal finance, the program focuses on faculty development and preparation [12].
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Yale University has looked to their alumni groups to solve the issue, holding workshops at their
campus and others around the country [13]. The workshops expand beyond the academic side of
finance, which students are typically well versed in, and place more weight on the skills needed
in the real world. Finally, at the University of South Dakota, a financial literacy class is made
available to students of all majors and uses simulation learning to better translate concepts to real
life [14].
Including more personal finance education in primary, secondary, and post-secondary
education curriculum has been a popular topic of conversation among educators and legislators.
Steps toward doing so are in motion, such as the allocation of $160,000 in funds from the U.S.
Department of Education at Montclair State to support financial-wellness training. But most
school districts and education systems are still struggling to justify the need for this type of
learning. Fortunately, there remains an abundance of supporting evidence of why they should.
III.

Importance of Financial Literacy Education

Possibly the clearest proof why the United States is in need of better financial literacy
education is the fact that more than forty-three million Americans hold $1.75 trillion in
outstanding student loan debt [15]. This equates to each U.S. household having an average of
$57,520 in student loans [16]. Of the borrowers, those aged 25-34 are the most likely to have
student loan debt while the age bracket of 35-49 holds the greatest amount with $600 billion
outstanding [17]. All this liability places a severe burden on the borrower and essentially
prohibits them from participating in the economy as a consumer. Instead, they are left with high
monthly interest payments and when pairing those with increasing cost of living and other
expenses, it can be a miracle for some to save any money at all. In December of 2021, an average
of fifteen percent of all student loans were in default at any time while twenty five percent
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default within the first five years of repayment [18]. Defaulting on student loans can be drastic to
a borrower’s life. Consequences can include a loss of tax benefits, a decline in credit score, and
portions of your paycheck may even be withheld until the loan is repaid in full, plus interest [18].
Possessing student loan debt has also been shown to have a negative correlation with satisfaction
of life among borrowers when compared to persons with no student loans [19].
So, if fifty-five percent of millennial borrowers have concerns to pay off their debt, receiving
an education in managing their risk capacity could reduce that share. Long-term financial
behaviors and decisions are a product of that individual’s earlier education [20]. Results from
previous research has shown that millennials who have financial education are more likely to
perform positive financial behaviors. These include knowing whether or not to take out student
loans, and having more effective strategies to pay back that debt later [21]. Additional research
even finds that students who fall behind in financial literacy underestimate their payments by
more than $1,000 monthly, while more literate students can expect lower payments relative to
their income [22]. To go back even further in the decision to take out loans for education,
evidence has shown that being more financially literate reduces loan aversion and increases
willingness to borrow money for education purposes [23]. If that is true, given the facts about
default and feelings of stress mentioned earlier in this paper, improvements must be made to
current programming to effectively translate the risk student loans liability places on a borrower.
One goal that almost every worker would like to achieve at the end of their career is to be
able to retire and live out the rest of their days comfortably and stress free. Correctly planning for
retirement is an important part of being considered financially literate. Many decisions must be
made early and throughout an individual’s professional career that can impact their retirement.
Included in those are when to start saving for retirement, whether or not to open a 401(k) plan,
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how much of pre-tax income to set aside, and when to finally stop working all together once you
feel your nest egg is large enough. Results have shown a strong correlation between those who
received some type of personal finance education before entering the labor force and their
readiness to retire when they reach an appropriate age [24]. It’s been found that “older, better
educated, and male respondents are more likely to be planners” when it comes to retirement;
these also happen to be the characteristics of people with greater financial literacy [24]. When
these factors and other socioeconomic factors are controlled, it’s again found that financial
literacy influences the likelihood of someone planning for retirement [24].
Simply thinking of retirement is not enough to have success in reaching retirement. Having
the ability to make the most optimal choices in preparing for retirement is also influenced by the
worker’s financial literacy. Literate individuals are more likely to engage in investments toward
retirement, such as entering a pension program or opening an individual retirement account.
They are also more likely to work with investment advisors and participate in more growth
investing [25]. In addition to having their own individual investments, many employees are
offered a contribution plan by their employer in which their employer matches a deduction of
pre-tax pay that gets put toward a retirement account. At the Federal Reserve, a study was
completed with their own employees as the subjects. Those employees who took place in a
personal finance learning module were more likely to contribute to a defined contribution
retirement plan and take advantage of employer matching benefits. They were also contributing
over two and a half more percentage points of their salary to the defined contribution plan,
exhibiting their trust in their investment decisions and risk capacity [26].
There’s an argument to be made that the global economy is supported by one thing:
consumer balance sheets. If consumers are earning and saving more money year after year,
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chances are the world’s economies will thrive with them. But when those balance sheets take on
additional, unnecessary risk, the stability of the entire financial system becomes threatened. In
2008, the global financial crisis caused millions of people to lose their jobs and trillions of
dollars in savings, college funds, retirement funds, were all wiped out almost overnight. After
years of an unstoppable bull market in housing and low, affordable mortgage rates, consumers
and banks alike had finally suffered from the mispricing of their risk [27]. A significant portion
of the blame can be placed on interest-only mortgages, which were popular among lower income
households and only required the borrower to defer payment of principal till the end of the loan
term. From 2002 to 2005, the share of new mortgages that were interest-only grew from six
percent to thirty-one percent [28]. Borrowers of these loans were at mercy of their homes value.
When the bull market finally ended, and housing prices declined nationwide, those same
principal payments were still due in full. Borrowers couldn’t refinance due to the drop in the
value of their home, defaulted on their mortgage, and were subsequently foreclosed on. Research
has shown since that great financial crisis that borrowers did not fully understand the concept of
an interest-only mortgage and were offered “predatory loans” that had affordable interest
payments [29,30]. Less financially literate borrowers were more likely to choose these types of
mortgages or adjustable-rate ones, then fall victim to higher interest payments later in their loan
term [31]. Focusing on borrowers’ numerical ability of their financial literacy, those who belong
in the bottom third ability group were found to miss almost fifteen percent of their mortgage
payments during the GFC, compared to just six percent in the highest group [32].
Improving your financial literacy can also yield better results in your professional
development and path towards career aspirations. In May of 2020, PricewaterhouseCoopers
found in a survey that 54% of America’s workforce felt their financial standing was the largest
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contributor to their stress, a number that has more than likely increased due to the length and
severity of Covid-19’s impact on the American economy [33]. Stress is something that everyone
deals with, but when money problems are added, the side effects become much worse. A 2019
survey by Salary Finance found struggling employees are “8.1 times more likely to have
sleepless nights, 5.8 times more likely not to finish daily tasks, 4.3 times more likely to have
troubled relationships with work colleagues,” [34]. Receiving an education in personal finance
and money management has been shown to reduce the stress of employees. Employee Benefit
News saw the percentage of participants in a survey who said they felt “highly stressed” drop
from 52.4% to 19.2% after completing a financial wellness program offered by their employers
[35].
When an employee has poor financial literacy, they lose productivity and turnover costs
skyrocket. The same survey by Salary Finance mentioned above reported that “the cost of this in
terms of lost productivity and greater staff turnover equates to 11-14% of total salary cost for the
employer, or almost $500 billion annually for corporate America as a whole,” [34]. Employees’
minds will no longer be focused on their works and tasks at hand if they have money problems,
and might spend as much as six hours per workday thinking about their personal finance issues,
according to Global Financial Literacy Excellence Center [36].
Not only does improving the financial literacy of your workforce reduce stress and increase
productivity, but it can also lead to a sharpening of business skills. If only about a third of
Americans can answer four out of five questions of a financial literacy quiz correctly, it’s
concerning when you consider that of the other two thirds, many must have some responsibility
over a budgets or expenses in their careers [37, 38]. The demand for financial skills in the
workplace is expected to rise by sixteen percent by 2028 as businesses look to gain competitive
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advantages in their respective industries. A financially secure and literate employee can make
more informed decisions at work, and an improved business acumen can lead to better deal
making, negotiating and budgeting skills [39].
It’s not only traditional employees who reap benefits from being more financially literate, but
self-employed workers do as well. Small businesses make up about 99.7% of employer firms in
the United States and the majority of those small business owners are self-employed [40, 41].
Self-employed workers are expected to pass the number of traditional workers in the workforce
by 2027 as entrepreneurship becomes more popular for younger generations and automation
continues to eliminate traditional jobs in the economy. Millennials and Gen-Z actually represent
over half of the independent workforce, being the generations that have grown up in the digital
age [42]. They’ve now shifted towards pursuing personal passions for work, particularly in
technology, writing, and design-based careers. This is known as the gig economy. Through being
self-employed, these individuals must take on more personal financial responsibility and require
a higher caliber of financial literacy in their decision making. They become responsible for
everything that happens in their business, including, but not limited to: covering their own
healthcare rather than be a part of their company’s plan, paying higher taxes as both an employer
and employee, and not receiving vacation or sick leave [43]. Undeniably, the required skillset for
running your own business while also being the employee of that business is much more diverse
than that of a traditional worker; and financial literacy is one of the most important. If the
American economy is going to rely on self-employed entrepreneurs to support the majority of
output in the near future, its imperative that it provide sufficient financial education.
Evidently, there is a severe shortfall of financial literacy in the United States. This crutch has
left millions of Americans will trillions of dollars in student loan or credit card debt with no plan
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of how to pay it back. Younger generations are unsure if they will ever be able to get married and
start a family, buy a house, or retire due to a lack of savings. The American and global
economies have fell victim to some of the worst financial crises in history due to a lack of
financial literacy. Businesses who implement a financial wellness program in to their training, or
employees who are educated on concepts at an earlier age in school, will both receive a return on
their investment with regards to their health, personal, and professional success. Why we must
improve the financial literacy of our country is clear and has been answered. Attention now has
to shift toward answering “how do we improve?”
IV.

How to Improve Financial Literacy Education

The need for financial literacy education leads to the question “how can the country improve
financial literacy education?” Current standards are typically unsatisfactory and do not help
students achieve the financial independence the world is requiring of them. Studies have
attempted to review the current conditions of financial literacy coursework and develop
strategies for improvement. When the Federal Reserve reports that 45% of Americans who were
laid off over a previous year would be unable to pay their bills in full or cover a $400 emergency
charge, it’s clear that steps must be taken towards equipping children and young adults with
adequate skills and knowledge [44].
For starters, it’s important to note how integrated the financial world and our banking or
payment systems have become with technology. The field of finance is very computational, and
thus requires a heavy use of computers and other information technologies. That’s why some
believe that integrating financial literacy material with computer programming curriculum will
produce a more literate populace. Researchers from the IEEE Education Society designed and
developed learnings materials with two primary objectives: “to help students learn programming
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and financial literacy simultaneously through the seamless integration of both topics” and “to
enhance students’ learning effectiveness through solving problems that concern their lives,” [45].
They believed that traditional personal finance courses simply provided the same basic formulas
for solving financial problems over and over again. If programming skills were integrated,
however, it would allow students to analyze scenarios relevant to their own personal lives and
financial decisions that may not be covered in a traditional text. An example of a learning
module the researchers developed was for the students to write a program using formatted output
skills that would produce a personal balance sheet and asses their own financial health. Another
module focused on improving investment skills, by assigning students to write programs that
store vast amounts of information on different investment products and allow them to sort by
differing criteria. The goal of these learning modules was to teach students the value of saving
and investing their money both early and responsibly.
To test their study, the researcher issued pretests and posts tests to two groups of students;
ones that were enrolled in a course with the learnings materials, and another that was enrolled in
the course that did not use them. The assessments asked questions on concepts such as debt
ratios, net worth, and student loan amortization. Results from their analysis were promising, with
a mean posttest gain in score of 5.4 points for the treatment group compared to only a mean of
1.0-point gain for the control group. Self-reflection assignments were issued to the students
afterwards, and the support of improving financial literacy through integrating programming
continued as one student stated “I learned exactly how much expenses I incur per year. Never did
I think to add up all my expenses, and when it was done through this program, I came to the
realization that I can save a lot of money if I cut back just a little,” [45]. As is evident,
connecting students to real life decisions that they will have to make and doing so with the
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advancements of technology as our society and the financial sector progresses, will yield returns
on the populations financial literacy in the future.
The millennial population may be the generation that currently struggles the most with
becoming financially independent. They are more likely to mismanage their money, which could
eventually lead to poorer health, academics, and even relationships. Researchers at Bringham
Young University set out to find what the best ways for parents to educate their children on
financial principles were and answer the questions “What financial principles and knowledge do
Millennials believe will be most essential for teaching their own future children? What
prospective parenting ideas do they project will be most effective in teaching about finances?
Where did their own parents go wrong (or do well)?” [46]. Initial research found that parents
who educate their children financial principles and practices have a significant impact on their
children’s future financial well-being and that those children go on to have less debt in their
adulthood than those who were not educated. Further, children who were even introduced to the
topic of charities were more likely to donate later on in life and save for their own education at
more successful rates.
In the survey, the researchers asked a random sample of undergraduate students both “What
did your parents teach you about money?” and “How did they teach you those things?” For the
findings regarding how the students were taught by their parents, two major themes emerged.
The first was for parents to communicate the family’s finances with their children. This creates
transparency and could be done at an age-appropriate manner while the child grows. To
implement this in to a classroom setting, educators could encourage their students to ask their
parents to be open with them about the family’s finances. Seeing the real-life examples from
their families could more clearly explain key principles.
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The second theme from the findings was that opportunities for responsibility. The students
believed that children should attempt to be financially independent of their parents and the rest of
their family before adulthood, with some even saying they should be before leaving for college.
One student stated “It’s important to get money in children’s hands early on, even if it’s just
small amounts to start out…” [46]. This statement can support the strategy of using experiential
learning to better teach financial principles, rather than have students and children learn formulas
and do computational programs from a textbook. Lessons of hard work and taking responsibility
of your financial decisions early on is what students believed should be transferred from parents
to their children. This creates value of that money early on and can lower overall risk tolerance
later in life. Many participants in the study agreed that letting children earn money through
chores, or receiving an allowance, and then letting them manage what they do with that money is
the best way for them to make mistakes and learn from them. If a child were to make a mistake
with managing their money at a young age, they will be much less likely to commit that mistake
again. While this study focused mainly on the education parents can give their children, the
results can be used to adjust high school and post-secondary coursework. For example, teachers
can attempt to create a sense of responsibility through simulation games, in which the students
manage a virtual investment portfolio or a business budget. Based off of real-world events, they
will have to make complex decisions that will have significant impact on their money. The
success of their decisions will come from their financial literacy.
Experiential education can even be effectively implemented in to curriculum as soon as
elementary school. Economists at the Federal Reserve and University of Wisconsin-Madison
performed a field study using the My Classroom Economy program, a simulated economy that
allows the students to make financial and economic decisions daily [47]. They chose to use this
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program in order to address common barriers and shortfalls that traditional financial literacy
education faces. The first of which is that instructors typically feel unprepared or are not trained
well enough to sufficiently teach the concepts. The My Classroom Economy program comes
with materials already prepared for teachers to implement, relieving them of most, if not all,
additional preparation time. The second barrier typically seen is that financial literacy education
is too expensive to add to existing curriculum. My Classroom Economy can be used at no
monetary cost to the teacher, making it practical for any school’s budget. Results from the study
found that students who participated in the My Classroom Economy saw gains in their financial
literacy quiz scores, and even do not lose academic success in other areas such as math, since the
knowledge learned in the program can be applicable to several other core subjects.
Continuing the topic of improving financial literacy education as society and technology
swiftly advances through the twenty first century, consideration must be made as to whether or
not students will develop the skills necessary in becoming financially literate more efficiently in
a digital or in person setting. People and financial systems have become more connected
globally, and with that, the financial decisions that take place grow in complexity. When the
Covid-19 pandemic struck the world in 2020, most education systems were forced to move to
some type of a virtual learning format. Today, many courses have kept this teaching modality
due to its efficiency and perceived effectiveness. That’s why researchers at the George
Washington University School of Business and The University of Rome La Sapienza in Italy
performed an experiment to test if digital learning is best for financial literacy education [48].
Using a sample of six hundred and fifty Italian high school students, two groups were
assigned; one that was delivered a traditional method of four in person lessons and another that
was delivered lessons via that online platform “Kahoot”. Students have live interactions with
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their instructor and the goal is for them to “learn by entertainment” and are additionally
motivated by a competition aspect of digital quizzes. Each group was given an assessment before
and after they took part in their respective course. The results found that the effect of traditional,
in person teaching was significant in improving the financial literacy of the students both three
weeks after and three months after completion of the course. For the digital course, it was only
effective in improving financial literacy in the short run of three weeks after completion. But
additional factors must be taken in to account to determine which instruction method is best
suited for Generation Z’s absorption of financial knowledge. It was found that a traditional
course was more expensive, at an average cost of 11.04 euros per student, and in reality, would
be even higher if course materials needed to be made. The digital method is both cheaper,
scalable and “to have the same increase in probability to become financially literate for the
digital course the amount of euros invested would be equal to 6.5 per student,” [48]. Thus,
evidence does show that a digital instruction method may be more feasible and effective for the
institution, with respect to their applicable budget.
The way people process and absorb information changes just as much person to person, as it
does generation to generation. Nevertheless, innovation and new schools of thought need to drive
the growth of our financial literacy.
V.

Conclusion

The concept of being “financially literate” isn’t new to the United States. It’s a goal and an
accomplishment that has alluded millions of Americans for centuries. Setbacks that have
crippled the country many more times than one would wish include: depressions, recessions,
failed businesses, bankruptcies, generational poverty, delayed retirements, etc. The list continues
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far beyond that, and there is an argument to be made that almost all of those can be linked to
insufficient financial literacy.
Current curriculum is inadequate, and evidence shows that poor financial literacy has left the
country saddled with trillions of dollars in student loan debt, mortgage liabilities, and credit card
debt. Employees are spending less time completing their tasks at work and more time stressing
about their money problems. The majority of stress of the labor force is financial, causing
business to lose billions of dollars from poor productivity and increased turnover. Removing
these stressors should also lift away feelings of depression and anxiety and once again, improve
productivity of the whole American economy. More and more states are passing legislation to
include some sort of personal finance or economic coursework in their requirements to graduate.
Most of these courses are to be taken at the high school level, but primary schools are also
considering introducing basic concepts or encouraging parents to be open with their children
about financial decisions.
The definition of being financially literate has changed fluidly for decades, and will continue
to do so for decades more. As society advances further in to the twenty first century, education
systems and institutions must alter the way they teach financial concepts as well. The financial
systems will continue being more globally connected and technologically based, thus, skills such
as coding and knowing your way around a computer will be important. The Covid-19 pandemic
accelerated the use of digital instruction. It’s practicality and ease of use is certain to keep it as a
popular modality of teaching. Finally, if students are exposed to financial concepts and money
management at an earlier age, it may be beneficial to introduce experiential learning after
establishing base concepts. Applying those concepts to real-life situations and decision making
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will allow seamless translation, create a sense of responsibility, and perhaps, reduce risk taking
later in the student’s life.
There’s not only a need, but also a strong desire to learn about personal finance in the United
States, and the solutions to improve the knowledge of our population must begin in the
classroom.
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